Little Pieces

A Performance by Superior Interaction

FEB 7 ● 7:00 PM  ROSS/HAWKES LINK
FEB 9 ● 11:30 AM  MULTICULTURAL CENTER, OLD MAIN 232
FEB 10 ● 5:00 PM  MULTICULTURAL CENTER, OLD MAIN 232

Created by, for, and about UW-Superior students, “Little Pieces” depicts true stories of depression, LGBTQ+ life, and sexual assault. Have your own say on these critical topics during a post-performance facilitation.

IF YOU’D LIKE TO INCREASE AUTHENTIC DIALOGUE AND UNDERSTANDING, “LITTLE PIECES” IS A MUST-SEE.

Content Warning: Production contains adult language.

Fundied in part by the Young Leaders Fund of the Duluth Superior Area Community Foundation, Office of Multicultural Affairs, and Student Health & Counseling Services.

Email Simona SimKins at ssimkin1@uwsuper.edu with questions.